As we reach the end of autumn term at Hampton Hargate it’s important we reflect and
celebrate how much the children have achieved so far this year. We are so proud of the
children's fantastic and positive attitude and also their determination to tackle areas of
their leaning that they have found tricky. Year 5 have done a great job of stepping up to
the challenge of mastering all areas of the curriculum. There has been so much great
work in all lessons and we are all very proud of them!
In Maths we have completed lots of work to reinforce and practice
our calculation skills to help support the children ready for Year 6
next year. We have been using written methods and mental
approaches to build both speed and accuracy and to improve our
scores each week. The children have also applied their maths skills to
problem solving, considering a variety of approaches to finding the
solutions to tricky and less obvious questions. We have also looked
over lots of the important vocabulary needed to explain our answers
and ideas.
Our topics this term were Water and Explorers and they have allowed us
to use a range of different texts to support our learning. The children
have studied either Kensuke’s Kingdom or Shackleton’s Journey during
the autumn term. These books provided a basis for many different styles
of writing. These have included poetry, persuasion, balanced arguments
and biography. As well as this, we have continued to focus on our skills in
grammar, punctuation and spelling to ensure the children have a good
understanding of these aspects of their writing. Children have also
worked hard on their weekly spellings and comprehension skills,
finding and explaining the information found in a text. The children’s
homework has been a great support in boosting these skills.

In Science, we have worked hard and got to grips on the
different enquiry types, thinking about how we can
investigate different concepts. Our focus this term has
been Materials and how they can have different properties
and therefore used for a variety of purposes. The
investigations we conducted included looking at dissolving
and evaporation, along with different levels of friction. As
well as this, we investigated which materials are the best
insulators.

We’ve packed in lots of topic work this term as we
looked at Water in a host of different scenarios. We
considered life in poorer countries where water is
much harder to come by and can often mean a long
journey of many miles on foot. We also looked at the
creation of Oxbow lakes and the course of a river. We
researched the creation and use of Rutland Water and
ended this scheme of work with the chance to write
and perform our own songs on the Water Cycle. We
were really impressed with the range of vocabulary
used in the children’s song lyrics!
Our Topic work has also taken us all around the
world as we learned about explorers through
history. There are so many famous explorers
that it was hard to choose but we were able to
find out about a range of historical figures and
compare them with their modern day
counterparts. The children learnt many facts
about Christopher Columbus, Amelia Earhart and
Edmund Hillary. We then compared these
important figures to Ed Stafford, who was born
in Peterborough, and went on to become the
first person to walk the entire length of the
Amazon River.

During Art this term we worked with
water colours and other materials as we
looked to emulate some famous artists
who were inspired by water. Among these
artists were Cezanne and Monet. We also
spent time investigating architects and
architecture and considering the ideas
behind the designs of famous buildings.
Among the architects we considered were
Sir Christopher Wren and Zaha Hadid.

In Design and Technology this term have have
spent time designing and building bridges thinking
about the design features for a successful
bridge. Children work hard collaboratively on this
and we are proud of the excellent
structures which were produced.

As we head towards a well earned rest at Christmas we would like to recognise all the
children’s hard work so far. Their efforts have already resulted in some fantastic
progress. Finally, we would of course like to wish all our pupils and their families a very
Happy Christmas and prosperous New Year. We look forward to welcoming them all back,
happy and healthy, on Wednesday, January 5th.

